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REPORT

Monte Carlo Pedigree Disequilibrium Test for Markers on the X
Chromosome
Jie Ding, Shili Lin, and Yang Liu

Because of the need for fine mapping of disease loci and the availability of dense single-nucleotide–polymorphismmarkers,
many forms of association tests have been developed. Most of them are applicable only to triads, whereas some are
amenable to nuclear families (sibships). Although there are a number of methods that can deal with extended families
(e.g., the pedigree disequilibrium test [PDT]), most of them cannot accommodate incomplete data. Furthermore, despite
a large body of literature on association mapping, only a very limited number of publications are applicable to X-
chromosomal markers. In this report, we first extend the PDT to markers on the X chromosome for testing linkage
disequilibrium in the presence of linkage. This method is applicable to any pedigree structure and is termed “X-chro-
mosomal pedigree disequilibrium test” (XPDT). We then further extend the XPDT to accommodate pedigrees with missing
genotypes in some of the individuals, especially founders. Monte Carlo (MC) samples of the missing genotypes are
generated and used to calculate the XMCPDT (X-chromosomal MC PDT) statistic, which is defined as the conditional
expectation of the XPDT statistic given the incomplete (observed) data. This MC version of the XPDT remains a valid
test for association under linkage with the assumption that the pedigrees and their associated affection patterns are
drawn randomly from a population of pedigrees with at least one affected offspring. This set of methods was compared
with existing approaches through simulation, and substantial power gains were observed in all settings considered, with
type I error rates closely tracking their nominal values.
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Family-based tests for association have been used to map
disease genes for more than a decade. The original trans-
mission/disequilibrium test (TDT) was proposed to detect
linkage disequilibrium (LD) in family triads.1 This test and
its many variants require the genotypes of the parents for
calculation of the statistics. For data with missing geno-
types among parents, sibling TDT (STDT) was proposed
to use the genotypes of phenotypically discordant sib-
ships.2 Sometimes, it is possible to reconstruct parental
genotypes from the genotypes of offspring. In this sit-
uation, reconstruction-combined TDT (RCTDT) was pro-
posed to use reconstructed genotypes to increase the test
power.3 However, RCTDT applies only to independent nu-
clear families. For extended pedigrees, the pedigree dis-
equilibrium test (PDT) is among a handful of methods that
have been proposed to date.4–6 PDT uses both family triads
and discordant sib pairs (DSPs) from an extended pedigree,
but, when there are many missing genotypes, its power
may be low. All the tests discussed above are applicable
only to autosomal markers, except STDT and RCTDT, which
have been extended to X-chromosomal markers.7,8 How-
ever, note that both of these tests are amenable to nuclear
families only.

We extend the PDT to X-chromosomal markers, taking
into account the fact that there are different numbers of
alleles in males and females. When there are missing ge-
notypes in a pedigree, known or estimated marker-allele
frequencies are used to simulate missing genotypes con-
ditional on the observed ones from their relatives. The

test statistic, defined below, is based on these Monte Carlo
(MC) samples, which contain complete genotypic data.

For each pedigree, a statistic D is calculated from all
family triads and DSPs in the pedigree. Suppose the marker
of interest has two alleles, denoted as “M1” and “M2,”
and the genotypes of all individuals in the pedigree are
known. For each family triad consisting of one affected
child and two parents, we define

X p (# M1 transmitted from mother)T

�(# M1 not transmitted from mother) .

Note that this statistic is nonzero (values of 1 or �1) only
if the mother is heterozygous at the marker locus. A DSP
consists of one affected sibling and one unaffected sibling.
Since males and females have different numbers of X chro-
mosomes, only DSPs of the same sex are used. For such a
DSP, we have

X p (# M1 in affected sib)� (# M1 in unaffected sib) .S

Again, note that this statistic is nonzero (taking value of
1 or �1) only if the two siblings have different genotypes
at the marker locus.

For each pedigree, the and statistics from all familyX XT S

triads and DSPs are summed up to give the statistic D.
Under the null hypothesis of no association between the
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Table 1. Allele Frequencies, Haplotype Frequencies, and Penetrances under
Nine Different Settings

Setting

Frequency

Marker
Allelea

Disease
Allele Haplotypeb Penetrancesc

1 2 1 2 D1B1 D2B1 D1B2 D2B2 fD1D1 fD1D2 fD2D2

1 .2 .8 .3 .7 .2 .0 .1 .7 .390 .325 .260
2 .4 .6 .3 .7 .3 .1 .0 .6 .390 .325 .260
3 .3 .7 .3 .7 .3 .0 .0 .7 .390 .325 .260
4 .2 .8 .3 .7 .2 .0 .1 .7 .440 .340 .240
5 .4 .6 .3 .7 .3 .1 .0 .6 .440 .340 .240
6 .3 .7 .3 .7 .3 .0 .0 .7 .440 .340 .240
7 .2 .8 .3 .7 .2 .0 .1 .7 .580 .380 .180
8 .4 .6 .3 .7 .3 .1 .0 .6 .580 .380 .180
9 .3 .7 .3 .7 .3 .0 .0 .7 .580 .380 .180

a The frequencies specified apply to both markers B and C.
b The disease locus is in linkage equilibrium with marker C. DiBj p a haplotype with allele

i at the disease locus D and allele j at the marker locus B; . Three levels of LD betweeni,j p 1,2
marker B and the disease locus were investigated: settings 3, 6, and 9 ({3,6,9}) depict complete
LD, {2,5,8} specifies that D2 can be associated with both B1 and B2 with different marker and
disease frequencies, and {1,4,7} indicates that it is D1 that can be associated with both B1
and B2, also with different marker and disease frequencies.

c We studied three disease models—{1–3}, {4–6}, and {7–9}—where is the penetrancefDiDj

with genotype ij at the disease locus; . They are ordered from least genetic toij p 11,12,22
most genetic, but even the most genetic one still accounts for only 8% of the total variance
of the trait.

marker locus and the disease locus, each or has aX XT S

mean of 0, so their sum D also has a mean of 0. Under
the assumption that all the n pedigrees in the data set are
independent and that is the statistic from the ith ped-Di

igree, we have

n

E D p 0�( )i
ip1

and

n n n n

2 2Var D p Var(D ) p E(D ) p E D .� � � �( ) ( )i i i i
ip1 ip1 ip1 ip1

Then, the overall statistic,

n� Di
ip1T p ,

n
2�� Di

ip1

follows a standard normal distribution asymptotically.
The test based on this statistic is referred to hereafter as
“XPDT” (X-chromosomal PDT).

In the case that genotypes of some individuals in a ped-
igree are missing, we propose the use of the following test
statistic:

[ ] [ ]D p E D dG pE D(G ,G ,A) dG , (1)MC o m o o

where Go and Gm denote the observed and missing geno-
types, respectively, and A is the collection of observed

phenotypes (disease affection statuses). Furthermore, D,
the test statistic defined above, is based on the second
equality of complete genotype data and is written more
fully in equation (1). Since the conditional expectation
cannot be written in a closed form, we estimate the test
statistic through an MC simulation method by drawing
independent samples from . ThatG ,k p 1,…,K P(G dG )mk m o

is,

K1
D ≈ D(G ,G ,A) .�MC mk oK kp1

For multiple pedigrees, the statistic is calculated, asTMC

before, using the statistics from all the pedigrees. TheDMC

test based on this statistic is called “XMCPDT” (X-TMC

chromosomal MC PDT). Note that when multiple linked
markers are available, generation of the MC samples of
missing genotypes can be done using all the markers to-
gether, to reduce variability.

Given a fixed pedigree affection pattern A and a missing
genotype pattern, the expectation of the statistic isDMC

E(D FA) p D(G ,G ,A)P(G FG )P(G FA) ,� �MC m o m o o
G �G G �Go o m m

where Go (or Gm) is the set of all possible genotypes for
individuals with known (or missing) genotypes. When link-
age exists among disease locus and marker loci, P(G FG )m o
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Table 2. Type I Error Rates Estimated from 2,000 Replicates

Setting

Type I Error Rate

Incomplete Data
Complete

Data OSUMS Missing Patterna All Founders Missingb

XS XP XS XRC XP XMCT XMCE XS XRC XP XMCT XMCE

1 .035 .045 .026 .033 .040 .038 .038 .020 .023 .036 .038 .029
2 .044 .055 .029 .034 .056 .052 .054 .030 .032 .052 .052 .050
3 .038 .048 .029 .040 .053 .043 .044 .025 .028 .035 .044 .035
4 .040 .047 .026 .034 .048 .045 .043 .018 .021 .035 .041 .035
5 .041 .054 .034 .042 .051 .061 .058 .026 .029 .041 .044 .038
6 .035 .045 .033 .036 .045 .039 .038 .025 .030 .041 .047 .043
7 .037 .052 .034 .036 .046 .045 .047 .025 .028 .038 .043 .035
8 .040 .047 .044 .040 .049 .049 .051 .035 .040 .041 .050 .042
9 .041 .052 .033 .041 .058 .053 .051 .025 .036 .042 .046 .044

NOTE.—Estimates are based on either complete or incomplete data, with use of various methods. XS
p XSTDT; XP p XPDT; XRC p XRCTDT; XMCT p XMCPDT with use of the true (exact) allele frequencies;
XMCE p XMCPDT with use of estimated allele frequencies.

a Simulated genotypes of individuals with unobserved data in the OSUMS data set were removed before
analysis.

b All founder genotypes were removed before analysis.

is different from , and so may not beP(G FG ,A) E(D FA)m o MC

the same as

E(DFA) p D(G ,G ,A)P(G FG ,A)P(G FA) ,� � m o m o o
G �G G �Go o m m

which is equal to 0 under the null hypothesis of no as-
sociation, as discussed above. The value of underE(D FA)MC

the null hypothesis depends on many factors, including
the pedigree disease (affection) pattern A, the pedigree
structure, and the underlying disease model.

If we assume that all the pedigrees are drawn from a
certain underlying population and treat A as random, then
the expectation of becomesDMC

E(D ) p D(G ,G ,A)P(G FG )P(G FA)P(A) ,� � �MC m o m o o
A�A G �G G �Go o m m

where is the set of all possible disease patterns for thisA
pedigree. It can be shown that this expectation is equal
to 0 when there is no association among the disease and
marker loci, regardless of whether linkage is present (see
appendix A). If minimal ascertainment criteria are used in
the sampling process (i.e., the only requirement is at least
one affected individual among the offspring in each ped-
igree), then XMCPDT remains a valid test for association
under linkage.

To evaluate type I errors and powers of XPDT and
XMCPDT, a simulation study was performed on the basis
of the pedigree structures and the missing-data patterns
of the Ohio State University Multiple Sclerosis (OSUMS)
data set,9 which investigated a SNP marker on chromo-
some 6 for its association with the risk and progression of
MS. Although there are 101 pedigrees in the data set, only
a subset of 81 was used in our simulation, after removal

of pedigrees that have no genotyped offspring. The total
number of individuals used in our simulation is 386, 102
of whom have missing genotypes. Note that we are using
only the structures, the observed phenotypes (affection
statuses), and the genotype-missing patterns of these ped-
igrees, not their genotype data, since such data are avail-
able on an autosome but not on the X chromosome.

We simulated two SNP markers—B and C, with the same
allele frequencies—on the X chromosome. The disease lo-
cus was assumed to be in complete linkage with the two
markers and in linkage equilibrium with marker C but in
various levels of LD with marker B. In this design, marker
C is intended to be used to gauge the type I error rates,
whereas marker B can be used to evaluate powers of the
competing methods. The marker-allele frequencies, disease-
allele frequencies, haplotype frequencies, and penetrances
under nine different settings are shown in table 1. The
shown penetrances are for female individuals; those for
males were set to be the same as the corresponding ho-
mozygous females. Note that, in all settings, the disease
allele 1 (D1) (the allele of interest) was more likely to be
associated with marker B allele 1 (B1).

For each of the nine models considered, 2,000 repli-
cates were simulated. To generate missing genotypes in
the data set, either the missing patterns in the OSUMS
data set were used or the genotypes of all founders were
treated as missing. One hundred MC samples of miss-
ing genotypes were generated for each replicate with use
of the software SLINK.10,11 Either the simulation marker-
allele frequencies or those estimated from the founders in
each replicate were used in the MC sampling. XPDT and
XMCPDT were performed using our own software (MC-
PDT) based on R (R Project for Statistical Computing). For
comparison, we also applied XSTDT and XRCTDT (see Mi-
chael Knapp’s Web site) to the same set of simulated data,
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Figure 1. Comparisons of powers from several methods under nine settings for each of the following three scenarios. a, Complete
data. b, Incomplete data, with missing patterns in pedigrees matching those of the OSUMS data set. c, Incomplete data, with the
assumption that all founders’ genotypes are missing. The methods are: XSTDT, XRCTDT, XPDT, XMCPDTT (XMCPDT with use of the true
allele frequencies), and XMCPDTE (XMCPDT with use of estimated allele frequencies).

in which extended pedigrees were separated into nuclear
families and treated as independent. Note that, for data
with complete genotypes, XSTDT and XRCTDT are the
same. In addition, for XSTDT and XRCTDT, exact P values
were used, whereas the P values were obtained using nor-
mal approximation for XPDT and XMCPDT. Nominal lev-
els of significance were set at .05 for all settings.

The type I error rates are shown in table 2. It can be
seen that XSTDT and XRCTDT appear to be conservative,
since their type I error rates are well below the nominal
level. One explanation for the observed conservativeness
of these two procedures is that there are more P values
close to 1 (instead of uniform 0–1), which is especially
true when there is a large proportion of missing genotypes
(e.g., when the genotypes of all the founders are missing).
This may be because correlated nuclear families were
treated as if they were independent. On the other hand,
the error rates for the various PDT procedures were around

the nominal level, with some slightly 1.05. Use of the true
allele frequencies or the estimated ones in XMCPDT re-
sulted in very similar error rates.

The powers are shown in figure 1. Under all models,
XPDT had slightly higher powers than did XSTDT (or
XRCTDT) for complete data (fig. 1a). When there were
missing data, XMCPDT had considerably higher powers
than did XSTDT, XRCTDT, or XPDT. The increases were
larger for the settings where the genotypes for all founders
were missing (fig. 1c) compared with settings where the
OSUMS data-missing patterns were used (fig. 1b). Specif-
ically, for the settings with missing-data patterns matching
those of the OSUMS data, the relative increases in power
over XSTDT had a range of 30%–81%, with an average of
56% across all nine settings and the two different speci-
fications of the allele frequencies (exact or estimated).
When all founders’ genotypes were removed before the
analysis, the average relative increase in power is 207%,
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and the range is 104%–336%. Use of estimated allele fre-
quencies in XMCPDT always gave slightly lower powers
than did use of true allele frequencies, as one may expect
(49% vs. 63% increase for missing patterns following the
OSUMS data and 170% vs. 244% increase for setting all
founders’ genotypes as missing).

In summary, we have proposed a disequilibrium test
that is applicable to pedigrees and X-chromosomal mark-
ers. This basic test was further extended to accommodate
missing genotypes through an MC estimation procedure.
The developed methods can easily be adapted for auto-
somal markers, although extensive analytical analysis and
simulation are necessary to assess robustness and power
gains, which will be performed in a separate study. One
key assumption that we have made is that the pedigrees
in a study are assumed to be drawn from a population of
(extended) families, each of which has at least one affected
offspring. Otherwise, bias may exist, especially when all
families have the same structure and affection pattern,
which, fortunately, is not the case in a genetic study that
collects pedigrees of all shapes and sizes and affection pat-
terns. To gauge the magnitude of such potential bias, we
studied a nuclear family with six affected children (three
males and three females) under conditions of setting 9 in
table 1. We considered all the 15 nonredundant config-
urations of affection patterns and found that all of the
expectations are close to zero. The largest in magnitude
is 0.008, which corresponds to the case that all three male
but no female children are affected. Thus, if all the families
in a study are phenotypically the same, then the test might

be biased and could lead to inflated type I error, although
note that this is not always the case; for instance, a study
with a triad design renders no bias. However, in a genetic
study with pedigree data, bias should be negligible, and
the proposed test statistic may be safely used. This is dem-
onstrated through our simulation study based on the ped-
igree data from the OSUMS study.

We have shown that if missing-marker genotypes are
simulated using correct marker-allele frequencies, a sub-
stantial gain in power over several competitive methods
can be observed, especially when there is a large propor-
tion of missing genotypes. However, it should be noted
that, although PDT and XPDT are robust to population
substructuring in the sample, their MC counterparts will
be influenced by the population stratification. In such a
case, a modification of the test is necessary to take such
population stratification explicitly into account. Never-
theless, in the case that the underlying population is rel-
atively homogeneous, XMCPDT is a useful alternative, es-
pecially when there is insufficient information to detect
association from the observed genotypes alone.
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Appendix A
To show that , we first note that, for a single pedigree with complete genotypes, the D statistic can beE(D ) p 0MC

written as a weighted sum of contributions from each offspring (nonfounder). Suppose that there are N offspring in
the pedigree. For offspring j, define

X p (# M1 transmitted from mother)� (# M1 not transmitted from mother) ,j

without restriction to affected offspring. Equivalently,

X p 2 # (# M1 transmitted from mother)� (# M1 in the mother) .j

It is apparent that depends on the genotypes only. Then, for the whole pedigree, we can writeXj

N

D(G ,G ,A) p C (A)X (G) ,�m o j j
jp1

where is a coefficient that depends on only A. Specifically, can be decomposed into the sum of coefficientsC C (A)j j

from a family triad and DSPs. Suppose there are S offspring who are the same-sex siblings of offspring j. If j is affected,
his or her contribution of the statistic defined above is the same as . If j is affected and his or her sibling l isX XT j

unaffected, then, for this DSP, the statistic defined above isXS

X p (# M1 in offspring j) � (# M1 in sibling l)S

p (# M1 in j transmitted from mother)� (# M1 in l transmitted from mother)

1
p (X � X ) .j l2
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So, we have

C (A) p I(Offspring j is affected)j

S 1
� I(Offspring j is affected and sibling l is unaffected)�

2lp1

S 1
� I(Offspring j is unaffected and sibling l is affected) .�

2lp1

For , let denote the contribution from offspring j. Then,D DMC MCj

E(D ) p D (G ,G ,A)P(G FG )P(G FA)P(A)� � �MCj j m o m o o
A�A G �G G �Go o m m

p C (A)X (G ,G )P(G FG )P(AFG )P(G )� � � j j m o m o o o
A�A G �G G �Go o m m

p X (G ,G )P(G FG )P(G ) C (A)P(AFG ) .� � �j m o m o o j o
G �G G �G A�Ao o m m

Note that, with our specification of , we haveCj

C (A)P(AFG ) p P(Offspring j is affectedFG )� j o o
A�A

S 1
� P(Offspring j is affected and sibling l is unaffectedFG )� o2lp1

S 1
� P(Offspring j is unaffected and sibling l is affectedFG ) .� o2kp1

Under the null hypothesis of no association,

P(Individual j is affected and sibling l is unaffectedFG )o

is equal to

P(Individual j is unaffected and sibling l is affectedFG )o

for all . Thus,l,l p 1,…,S

C (A)P(AFG ) p P(Offspring j is affectedFG )� j o o
A�A

p P(Offspring j is affected) (p a ) .j

The second equality is true under the null hypothesis. Consequently,

E(D ) p X (G ,G )P(G FG )P(G )a� �MCj j m o m o o j
G �G G �Go o m m

p a E(X )j j

p 0 ,

where , because each offspring has an equal chance of getting either one of the mother’s alleles. Finally, weE(X ) p 0j

have

n

E(D ) p E(D ) p 0 .�MC MCj
jp1
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Web Resources

The URLs for data presented herein are as follows:

MC-PDT, http://www.stat.ohio-state.edu/∼statgen/SOFTWARE/
MC-PDT/

Michael Knapp’s Web site, http://www.uni-bonn.de/˜umt70e/soft
.htm

R Project for Statistical Computing, http://www.r-project.org/
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